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Regulatedd HIV-2 RNA dimerization by means of alternative 
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ABSTRACT T 

Thee dimer initiation site (DIS) hairpin of the HIV-2 
untranslatedd leader RNA mediates in vitro dimerization 
throughh ' loop-loop kissing' of a loop-exposed palin-
dromee sequence. Premature RNA dimerization must 
bee prevented during the retroviral life cycle. A regu-
latoryy mechanism has been proposed for the HIV-1 
leaderr RNA that can adopt an alternative conformation 
inn which the DIS motif is effectively masked by long-
distancee base pairing with upstream leader 
sequences.. We now report that HIV-2 RNA dimeriza-
tionn is also regulated, Sequestering of the DIS motif 
byy base pairing interactions with downstream leader 
sequencess mediates a switch to a dimerization-
impairedd conformation. The existence of two alternative 
conformationss of the HIV-2 leader RNA is supported by 
UVV melting experiments. Furthermore, the equilibrium 
betweenn the two conformations can be shifted by 
annealingg of antisense oligonucleotides or by deletion 
off certain leader regions. These measures have a 
profoundd impact on the dimerization properties of 
thee transcript, demonstrating a mutual exclusivity 
betweenn the alternative conformation and dimerization, 
similarr to what has been described for the HIV-1 leader. 
Thee overall resemblance in regulation of HIV-1 and 
HIV-22 RNA dimerization suggests that a similar 
mechanismm may be operating in other lentiviruses 
andd perhaps all retroviridae. 

INTRODUCTION N 

Retrovirall  genomes are present in virus panicles as two iden-
ticall  RNA molecules that are non-covalcritly linked near their 
5'5' ends (1.2). The presence of dimerie viral RNA has heen 
suggestedd to affect virus replication ai different stages of the 
virall  life cycle, first, it has been reported that RN'A dimers arc 
preferentiallyy packaged over monomeric RNA genomes (.M>. 
Second,, the dimeric state facilitates template switching during 
reversee transcription, therehy circumventing the effects of 
physicall  damage to the RNA genome. Third, template 
switchingg may cause recombination, therehy increasing the 
geneticc diversity and adaptability of retroviruses (reviewed in 5). 

Retrovirall  RNA readily forms dimers in vitro when incubated 
inn cation-containing buffers (6-1?). Mutational analysis 
indicatedd that a small segment of the HIV- l untranslated 
leader,, the so-called dimer initiation site (D1S). is an essential 
motiff  for in vitro dimerization (6.S.SU4). The HIV-1 DIS 
consistss of a hairpin structure with a loop-exposed 6mer palin-
dromicc sequence that is indispenahle for dimeri/ation. 
Accordingg to the proposed model for dimer formation, contact 
betweenn two HIS hairpins is initialed by base pairing of the 
palindromes,, termed loop-loop kissing (fi.S.9), Heat treatment 
orr incubation with the viral nucleic acid binding nucleocapsid 
(NOO protein, which acts as a chaperone. melts the imra-strand 
basee pairs of the DIS stem and triggers the formation of a dimer 
withh extended inter-strand base pairing. 'Ihis transition is 
usuallyy referred to as the conversion of the loose dimer 
(kissing-loopp complex) into the light dimer (extended duplex) 
(!!  5.1 ft). Although alternative mechanisms have been proposed 
forr dimeri/ation of HIV-2 RNA (17.18). we have recently 
reportedd that HIV-2 RNA dimeri/ation is tjuite similar to that 
off  HIV-1, The HIV-2 Ü1S hairpin is essential and sufficient for 
RNAA dimerization, which depends on the 6mer palindrome 
withinn the hairpin loop (19), 

Retrovirall  RNA dimeri/ation in vivo is likely to be a 
regulatedd rather than a constitutive process. Interestingly, it has 
recentlyy been reported that the HIV-1 leader RNA can adopt 
twoo alternative conformations that differ in their ability to form 
dimers.. thus providing an RNA switch mechanism for 
regulatedd dimeri/ation (20). the thermodynamic ally most 
stablee conformation is characterized by a long-distance base 
pairingg interaction (I.D1> between DIS nucleotides and 
upstreamm leader sequences, which masks the DIS motif. 'Hie 
alternative,, metastable conformation is a branched structure 
withh multiple hairpins (BMH), including the DIS hairpin with 
ann exposed palindrome that facilitates dimerization. It has been 
suggestedd that this mechanism may serve to prevent premature 
dimerization,, e.g. when the newly synthesized viral RNA is 
neededd for translation of viral proteins (21). furthermore, it 
hass been demonstrated that the viral nucleic acid binding NC 
proteinn causes a rearrangement from the l.DI to the BMH 
conformation,, thus promoting dimer formation during virion 
assemblyy when NC is released from the Ciag precursor protein 
(2D. . 

Inn the present study, we characterized HIV-2 IMS-mediated 
RNAA dimeri/ation in further detail. We report inhibition of 
HIV-22 RNA dimer formation by sequences that are located 
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Figuree I. HIV-2 leader RNA secondary slruclurc model. The model of the 5' untranslated leader UNA of die f 11V-2 isolate ROD is adapted from Berkhout i.'l >. 
11 he hairpin structures are named according lo their putative function in 111V-I replication, and several critical sequence elements are highlighted in gray (the poly-
adenylationn signal, the PBS and the DIS palindrome). The Gag start codon a! position 545 is boxed. Positions used in this study as 57?' transcript ends are marked. 

3'off  the DIS hairpin. Upstream leader sequences are also 
requiredd lor ihis inhibition, suggesting that HIV-2 RNA can 
adoptt an alternative conformation ihat is dimerization 
incompetent.. UV-melting experiments and an aniisense oligo-
nucleotidee probing analysis support the existence of alternative 
leaderr RNA conformations. Our studies point to a mechanism 
off  regulated RNA dimerization that is controlled by the overall 
leaderr structure and Ihat is reminiscent of the recently 
proposedd model for regulated HIV-1 RNA dimerization. 

MATERIALSS AND METHODS 

InIn vitro transcription 

Thee DNA templates for transcription were made by PCR 
amplificationamplification of the plasmid HIV-2 H* large, which contains a 
177 promoter directly upstream of the +1 position of the wild-
typee HIV-2 ROD transcript (22). Templates lor transcripts 
starlingg al the +1 position were generated using the upstream 
177 +1 primer and a downstream primer that ends at the 
positionn corresponding to the transcript name. Templates Tor 
transcriptionn of RNA starting at +126. +185 and +397 were 
generatedd using upstream T7-primers starting at these positions. 
andd downstream primers as described above. PCR fragments 
weree excised from agarose gels, purified with the QIAEX II 
DNAA isolation system, and used in transcription with the 
Ambionn Megashortscript'17 Transcription Kil according to the 
accompanyingg protocol. In the case of radioaciively labeled 
transcripts.. I ul of la-32P)UTP (0.33 MBq/ul) was added to the 
transcriptionn mixture. Transcripts were purified on 455 denaturing 
polyacrylamidee gels and visualized either by 1'V shadowing or 
byy autoradiography Upon overnight elution in II buffer, the 
RNAA was ethanol precipitated, redissolved in water and quanti-
fiedd by UV-absorbance measurements or scintillation counting. 

Transcriptt stock solutions were renatured by heating to 85°C 
andd slow cooling to room temperature, aliquots were stored at 
-20°C. . 

InIn vitro dimerization assays 

Unlesss indicated otherwise. -2 pmol of radiolabeled RNA was 
incubatedd in 10 ul dimerization buffer (5 niM MgCI:. 10 mM 
Tris-HCll  pH 7.5. 4(1 mM NaCl) for 10 min al 65°C,"followed 
byy slow cooling to room temperature. An aliquot of 5 til non-
denaturingg gel loading buffer (30% glycerol with BFB dye) 
wass added, and samples were analyzed on 47c non-denaturing 
polyacrylamidee gels containing 0.25x TBE (22.5 mM 'Iris. 
22.55 mM boric acid. 0.625 mM lil) I A). Approximately 
33 pmol of cold transcripts were used and traced with 0.05 pmol 
off  radioaciively labeled transcript in dimerization assays with 
5'' truncated transcripts. Some samples were also analyzed on a 
().25xx TIJM gel (22,5 mM 'Iris. 22.5 mM boric acid.' 0.1 mM 
MgCIs)) to measure formation of the loose dimer (kissing-loop 
complex),, dels were run at 150 V at room temperature, dried 
andd exposed by autoradiography or phosphor imaging. MgCK 
titrationn experiments with transcripts 397/444 and 1/444 (equal 
amountss of radioactive label) were performed in dimerization 
bufferr with 0. 0.1, I, 2.5 or 5 mM MgCK as described above. 
Inn the temperature variation experiments, transcripts 397/444 
andd 1/444 were incubated for 10 min in dimerization buffer 
withh 1 or 5 mM MgCl2 al 23. 37, 50 or 65°C, and then slowly 
cooledd to room temperature before gel electrophoresis. 

Measurementt of the melting temperature of 397/444 and 
1/4444 dinters 

RNAA ditners were allowed to form as described above in dimer-
izationn buffer with 5 mM MgCk following cooling to room 
temperature,, the RNA was diluted 10-fold in H.Oand Id ul aliq-
uotss were incubated for 15 min at 23.37.53. 65. 71). 75 and 82°C. 
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Figuree 2. Characterization ol dimerization requirements for transcripts 397/444 and 1/444. (A) Temperature dependency was assayed hy incubation of the RNA 
sampless for 10 min at 23, 37, 50 and 65 C in buffer with 1 mM (left) or 5 mM (right) MgCk The RNA was slowlj cooled to room temperature and analyzed on a 
non-denaturingg TBE gel. I he dimerization efllcienc) was calculated bj phosphor imager quantification and is illustrated in bar graphs (III \lg;" requirement was 
measuredd in a 10 min incubation in buffer with 0. (1.1. I. 2.5 and 5 mM Mg( 'I-. and samples were analyzed as described for (A I, (C) Dimer melting curves. RNA 
dimerss were formed at optimal dimerization conditions 11" nun at 65 (' in 5 mM MgCI, and slow cooling |. -\tiei dimer formation, the sample was diluted 10-fold 
inn water to avoid reassociation of melted RNA. and incubated lor 15 min at 23. 37. 53. 65. 7(1. 75 and KM' I lie samples were analyzed on a TBE gel. phosphor 
imagerr analysis was performed and the percentage of remaining dimer was calculated. Black and graj coloring represents transcript ")7'444 and 1/444, respectively. 

Sampless were loaded immediately on a non-denaturing 0.25x 

TBEE gel. and dimerization efficiencies were calculated upon 

phosphorr imager quantification of the gel. 

Thee effect of ant isense ol igonucleot ides and NC protein 

Approximatelyy 250 ng (2 pmol) of transcript 1/544 in 10 |Jl 
dimerizationn buffer was incubated for 10 min ai 65°C in the 
presencee of a 50-fold molar excess of 20mer antisense oligo-
nucleotidee t IIK I pmol). Samples were cooled to room temperature 
andd analyzed on 0.25x TBE gels as described for dimerization 
assays.. The effect of NC protein on RNA conformation and 
dimerizationn was investigated by incubating 250 ng (2 pmol) 
off  transcript 1/544 lor 10 rnjn at 65'"C in dimerization buffer 
eitherr alone or in the presence of a 50-fold molar excess of the 
antisensee oligonucleotide 418/399. Samples were then slowly 
cooledd to room temperature followed by addition of 1.2 tig 
syntheticc IIIY- 1 NCp7 protein (23) and incubation for 2 h at 
37°C.. An aliquot of 1.5 LA 1 I09ï SDS was added and samples 
wheree placed al room temperature for 5 mm followed by a 
phenoll  extraction and analysis on 0.25x TBE gels. 

RNAA absorbance melt ing curves 

RNAA thermal denaturation was monitored hy measuring the 
absorbancee of UV light at 260 mil in a quart/ cuvette with a 
standardd I cm path length (24.25). Absorbance was measured 
overr a continuous temperature range from 10 to 95°C on a 
temperaturee controlled Perkin Elmer l a m b da spectropho-
tometer.. The temperature was increased at 0.5°C/min with 
measurementt of the absorbance at 0.1°C intervals. Duplicate 
measurementss with different T7-preparations of the same Iran-
scriptt differed by <0.5°C. Transcript stock solutions (3.0 u.g 
RNA)) were incubated in 140 til 50 mM Na-cacodylate buffer 
ipl ll  7.21 lor 10 nun al 65°C. slowly cooled to 37°C and 
incubatedd lor another 15 min prior to the measurement. Non-
denaturingg gel electrophoresis of RNA before the analysis 
confirmedd its monomelic slate. Analysis of samples alter the 
absorbancee measurement on sequencing gels showed no 
significantt degradation of the RNA. 

Mfol dd RNA secondary s t ruc tu re predict ions 

Thee sequence of the HIV- 2 KOI) isolate was downloaded 
fromm the HIV database (http://hiv-web.lanl.gov/). Secondary 
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Figuree 3. Mapping of sequences 3' of the HIV-2 DIS that inhibit dimerization. (A) Transci 
RNAA concentrations. We incubated 10 ng (lanes I and 6), 50 ng (lanes 2 and 7). 250 ng (lar 
att optimal dimerization conditions i<>5 C. 5 mM MgCI- ». followed hy gel electn)phoresis i 
andd diiner (D) bunds of both transcripts are marked. (B) Approximately 2 pmol of transcripts 1/444. 1/464. 1/4X4. 1/507. 1/527 and 1/544 was incubated at 
dimerizationn conditions as described in (Ai. Monomer and dimer bands arc marked M and I). The dimerization efficiencies for the transcripts measured by 
phophorimagerr quantification are 43.6, 4IX. 44.X. 40.2. 25.0 and 17.9%, respectively. (CM Approximately 2 pmol of radiolabeled transcript 1/544 was incubated 
att optimal dimerization conditions (65 ('. 5 in.M Mg( i;) in buffer containing (1. I. 2.5, 5. 7.5 and HI mM MgCI2. 

structuree prediction was performed with the VIfold version 
3.00 algorithm (26) on the MBCMR Mfold server (hup:// 
mlold.edu.burnet.au/)) and analyzed with standard settings. 

RESULTS S 

Dimerr formation of the isolated HIV-2 D1S hairpin and the 
1/4444 lender RNA 

Wee performed comparative dimerization experiments with the 
minimall  DIS transcript 397/444 and transcript 1/444 that 
encompassess most of the HIV-2 leader RNA (Fig. 1). We first 
comparedd the temperature requirement for dimer formation of 
thee two transcripts ai 1 and 5 mM MgCl2 (Tig. 2A). 
Throughoull  this study we will show representative experi-
ments,, bul similar results were obtained in at leasl three 
independentt assays. RNA was incubated in dimerization buffer 
forr 10 min at 23. 37. 50 or 65°C. followed by slow cooling to 
roomm temperature and gel electrophoresis on a non-denaturing 
0.25xx TBI-; gel. Monomer and dimer bands were quantified by 
phophorr imager analysis to calculate the percentage of dimers. 
Dimerr formation occured mosi efficiently ai 65'C for both 
transcripts.. Dimerization of the isolated DIS hairpin is almost 
identicall  at the two Mg2" concentrations, which contrasts with 
thee behavior of the longer transcript that dimerizes most 
efficientlyy in the presence of 5 mM MgCl2. This difference in 
Mg2++ requirement of the short versus the long transcript is 
furtherr illustrated by titration of Mg2+ in the 0-5 mM range 
(lig .. 2B). Transcript 347/444 dimerizes quite efficiently at all 
assayassay conditions, even without MgCU. These results indicate 
thatt Mg2+ is nol critical per.se for DIS-mediated dimerization, 
Transcriptt 1/444 requires ai leasl 2.5 mM MgCI, for low levels 
off  dimer formation. The strict Mg"" requirement for dimeriza-
tionn of this transcript suggesis ihai Mg2"1 ions influence the 
overalll  conformation of the leader RNA and thereby the avail-
abilityy of ihe DIS hairpin motif for dimerization. 

Wee also investigated the stability of the dimers formed by 
thee 397/444 and 1/444 transcripts by determining the dimer 
meltingg temperatures (/„,). Transcripts were incubated under 
optimall  dimerization conditions (5 ni.M MgCk 65°C) and extended 
dimerss were allowed to form during slow cooling. Samples 
weree subsequently diluted 10-fold and incubated for 15 min 
inn ihe 23-82°C temperature range. The dilution prevents 
reassociaiionn of melted dimers. Samples were analyzed on a 
non-denaturingg 'TBI- gel. and Ihe perceniage of diiner was 
determinedd (Tig. 2C). The melting curves for the short and 
longg transcripts are very similar with a 7"mof-70°C. This result 
indicatess that ihe DIS interaction is solely responsible for ihe 
stabilityy of HIV-2 RNA dimers. Wc also note that melting of ihe 
347/4444 dimers is not complete, which may result from (re)dimcr-
izationn of this RNA at low MgCK concentrations (Tig. 2B I. 

Inhibitionn of' HIV-2 RNA dimerization by sequences 
downstreamm of the D1S hairpin 

Dimerizationn of the HIV-1 leader RNA can be repressed hy a 
basee pairing interaction between nucleotides of ihe DIS 
elementt and ihe upstream poly(A) region (21). We previously 
performedd an antisense DNA oligonucleotide scan in ihe 
contextt of transcript 1/444 IO locale sequences thai inhibit 
dimerizationn in ihe HIV-2 leader RNA (19). Unlike in the 
HIV-11 system, we identified no oligonucleotides that could 
stimulatee HIV-2 RNA dimerization. We therefore decided to 
searchh for repressive sequences in ihe downstream leader 
region,, and synthesized iranscripi 1/544 thai runs uplo the Gag 
startt codon (Tig. 1). Transcripts 1/444 and 1/544 were incu-
batedd ai optimal dimerization conditions (5 mM MgCl2. 65°C) 
att increasing RNA concentrations in ihe 10-1000 ng range 
(Tig.. 3A). Whereas ihe 1/444 transcript dimerizes efficiently, 
iranscripii  1/544 is almost completely inactive. A low level of 
dimerr formation is observed ai high RNA concentrations of 
iranscripii  1/544 (Tig. 3A. lanes 9 and 10), indicating thai the 
abilityy lo dimerize is not completely abolished. To map the 
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Figuree 5. Antisense oligonucleotide scanning of the HTV-2 leader RNA (A) Approximately 2 pmol of radiolabeled transcript 1/544 was incubated with a 50-fold 
molarr excess of antisense DNA oligonucleotide at optimal dimerization conditions (see Fig. 2 legend i and subjected to non-denaturing gel electrophoresis. The 
annealingg position of the antisense oligonucleotides and the domains of i he I1IV-2 transcript are indicated on top of the autoradiogram. (Il l Excerpt of an antisense 
oligonucleotidee scan of transcript 1/444 shown in Dirac el al. (I") , winch was performed as described in panel (A). The positions of dimer 'l)>. monomer (M)and 
fast-migratingg monomer (l.l)l i conformations are indicated. 

repressivee sequences in more detail, we constructed a nested 
sett of truncated transcripts with 3' termini ai positions 464. 
4X4.. 5117 and 527 (Fig, 3B). Although there is a gradual 
decreasee in dimerization efficiency with increasing transcript 
length,, the most severe decline is observed by including 
sequencess hel ween position 5117 and 527 (the dimerization 
efficiencyy drops from 40 to 25'< as quantified by phosphor 
imagerr analysis). 

Wee tried to rescue dimerization of the 1/544 transcript by 
increasingg the MgCli concentration. Indeed, recovery of the 
dimerizationn efficiency was measured at 7.5 and 10 mM 
MgCUU (Fig. 3C). These combined results are consistent with 
ihee notion that alternative foldings exist for the HIV- 2 leader 
RNA.. The equilibrium between the different RNA conform-
ationss is apparently influenced by variation of the transcript 
V e ndd and the Vlg-1' concentration, thereby affecting 
DIS-mediatedd dimerization. 

Bothh ups t ream and downs t ream leader sequences are 
requiredd for repression of RNA dimeri / .at ion 

Havingg identified the downstream region required for inhib-
itionn of HIV- 2 RNA dimerization. we next examined the 
involvementt of upstream leader sequences. This was done in 
referencee to the IIIV- 1 system in which dimerization is 
repressedd by a long-distance base pairing interaction between 
upstreamm and downstream leader sequences. We synthesized a 
nestedd sei of 5' truncated HIV- 2 transcripts starting at positions 
1.. 126. 185 and 397 and ending at either position 444 or 544. 
Too assess both the kissing-loop and extended dimer 
complexes,, the samples were loaded on TBM and TBE gels, 
andd the dimerization efficiency was calculated d i g. 4). Inhib-
itionn by the 444-544 region is apparent for transcripts starting 
aii  positions I. 126 anil 1X5. but not for the transcript starting at 
397.. Thus, inhibition of dimerization by the 444 544 domain 
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Figuree 6. The effect of NC protein on the HIV-2 leader RNA conformation. 
Approximatelyy 2 pmol of radiolabeled transcript I/544 was incubated cilher 
alonee (lanes 1-2) oi with a 50-fold molar excess of the antisense DNA oligo-
nucleotidee 418/399 (lanes 3-4) at optimal dimcrization conditions (see Fig. 2 
legendI.. Aller slow cooling to room temperature. 1.2 |JS synthetic HIV-1 NCp7 
proteinn was added (lanes 2 and 4) and all samples were incubated for 2 h al 
377 ('. followed by treatment with SDS and a phenol extraction. The positions 
off  dimcr (D). monomer (M)and fast-migrating monomer (1.1)11 conformations 
aree indicated. Lanes ' and 4 are shown at two intensities. 

iss indeed dependent on the presence of upstream leader 
sequences.. This suggests that a dimerization incompetent 
conformerr of the I1IV-2 leader RNA is formed by a long 
distancee RNA-RNA interaction, which is analogous to HIV-1. 

Inn addition, a significant drop in dimerization efficiency is 
observedd upon deletion of the TAR element, which is located 
att nucleotide postions 1-126. A previous study demonstrated 
thatt the TAR element does not confer potent dimerization 
capacityy (19), ruling out the possibility that a secondary 
dimerizationn site is lost upon deletion of TAR. In fact, this 
resultt is again reminiscent of HIV-1 dimerization, in which 
TARR strongly influences the equilibrium between alternative 
conformationss of the leader RNA (21.27). 

Antisensee oligonucleotide probing of the IIIV-2 leader RNA 

Ass an alternative way to probe for sequence motifs that are 
criticall  for regulation of RNA dimerization, we incubated tran-
scriptt 1/544 in dimerization buffer with a set of antisense 
oligonucleotides.. The transcript and a 50-fold molar excess of 
DNAA oligonucleotide were incubated at 65°C and DNA/RNA 
hybridss were allowed to form during slow cooling. The 
annealingg positions of the oligonucleotides on the HIV-2 tran-
scriptt are indicated in figure 5A. Annealing of most of the 
antisensee oligonucleotides causes a sliglu change in the migra-
tionn of the monomelic RNAs. and this band-shift is more 
pronouncedd with extended electrophoresis limes (results not 
shown).. Striking RNA migration effects are observed with 
oligonucleotidess that target the D1S domain. Antisense oligo-
nucleotidess 418/399 and" 444/425 that target the DIS hairpin 
inhibitt dimerization. which is consistent with previous results 
(19).. Furthermore, a fast-migrating band, marked 1.1)1 in 
figuree 5A, is strongly induced by the anti-DIS oligonucleotides 
418/3999 and 426/407 (Fig. 5A. lanes IS and 19). For oligo-
nucleotidee 4IS/399, this effect coincides with reduced RNA 
dimerization.. Interestingly, inhibition of HIV-1 dimerization 
alsoo correlates with formation of a fast-migrating RNA species 

(21).. Oligonucleotides 217/198, 237/2IS and 379/360 that 
targett the lower stem of the primer binding site ( VHS) domain 
havee a similar effect on the monomelic RNA. causing part of 
thee population to migrate with slightly increased mobility in 
thee gel (Fig. 5A. lanes 11. 12 and 17). Oligonucleotide 379/360 
stimulatess RNA dimerization slightly (Fig. 5A. lane 17). and 
thiss result was confirmed for other transcripts terminating at 
positionss 464-527 (results not shown). A slighi increase in 
dimerizationn levels is also apparent for oligonucleotides that target 
thee transcript al positions 48S-527. which corresponds to the 
domainn that mediates inhibition of dimerization (Fig. 5A, lanes 
233 and 24i. 

Wee also tested the effect of the viral NC protein on the 
conformationn and the dimerization properties of HIV-2 leader 
RNA.. Transcript 1/544 showed increased dimerization in the 
presencee of this RNA chaperone protein (Fig. 6, compare lanes 
II  and 2). For HIV-1 RNA. which adopts the dimerization-
incompetenii  1.1)1 conformation, we previously demonstrated 
lhatt NC protein facilitates the LDI-to-BMH switch and 
subsequentt RNA dimerization (21). To mimic this scenario for 
HIV-22 RNA. we annealed the anti-DIS oligonucleotide 
41S/3999 that forces the transcript into the fast-migrating 1.1)1 
formm and subsequently added NC protein. Indeed. NC triggers 
thee LDI-to-BMH conformational switch and subsequent 
dimerizationn (Fig. 6. lanes 3 and 4. which are shown al two 
intensities).. A corresponding transcript with a mutated D1S 
palindromee did not dimeri/.e under these conditions (results not 
shown),, indicating that NC-mediated RNA dimerization is 
dependentt on an intact DIS element. 

Differentt HIV-2 leader RNA conformations observed by 
absorbancee melting 

Thee experiments described above indicate that inhibition of 
HIV-22 RNA dimerization occurs through a I.D1 between 
sequencee elements thai are located upstream and downstream 
off  the DIS hairpin region. In (his respect the mechanism of 
regulationn of HIV-2 RNA dimerization is analogous to that of 
HIV-11 RNA. The HIV-1 leader RNA can adopt an alternative 
1.1)11 conformation in which the DIS is base paired with 
upstreamm sequences. Ilii s structure is mutually exclusive with 
dimerr formation and shows a typical fasi migration on non-
denaturingg gels (21). Interestingly. anti-DIS oligonucleotides 
thatt inhibil dimerization of HIV-2 RNA also cause the appear-
ancee of a fast-migrating RNA band (Fig. 5A), which may in 
factt correspond to the 1.1)1 structure. We decided to perform 
RNAA absorbance melting experiments with HIV-2 RNA 
becausee this technique has proven very useful in the study of 
thee alternative HIV-1 RNA conformations. The method takes 
advantagee of the change in absorbance measured al 260 urn of 
non-denaturingg RNA relative to denatured RNA. Monitoring 
off  (he UV-absorbance over a temperature range yields the 
thermall  denaturation profile of an RNA. in which increases in 
absorbancee correspond to (he melting of structured domains. 

figuree 7 shows the UV-melting data for transcripts 1/124. 
126/544.. 1/444 and 1/544 as ÖA/5T plots that highlight the 
meltingg transitions. The melting profile of transcript 1/124. 
correspondingg to the TAR element, shows a single transition at 
7"mm = 61CC'. A similar transition is observed for transcripts 
1/4444 (/,„  = 65"Ci and 1/544 (/',„  = 63°C). but this peak is 
absentt for transcript 126/544 thai lacks TAR. The variation in 
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Figuree 7. Thermal melting profiles of IIIV- 2 leader RNAs. Melting was monitored t>y UV absorption at 260 mil. The 
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thee T,„  of TAR in the different transcripts may he caused by 
interactionss of TAR with downstream leader sequences. 

Thee transcripts containing downstream leader sequences 
havee two melting transitions below 60°C in common, bul there 
iss some variability in their relative intensities. A clear transition at 
-53°CC is apparent in transcripts 1/444. 126/344 and 1/544. In 
addition,, all three transcripts share a broad transition with a '/'„, = 
~44°C.. Interestingly, the relative intensities of the 44 and 53°C 
transitionss are very different for the three transcripts. Uoih 
transitionss are of comparable intensity for transcript 1/444. 
whereass the transition at Tm=  53°C is much more prominent 
forr transcript 1/544. The transition at '/'„, = 44°C is nearly 
absentt for transcript 126/544. We think lhai these transitions 
correspondd to alternative conformations of the HIV-2 leader 
RNA.. The drastic increase in intensity of the transition ai 
TTmm = 53°C in the melting profile of transcript 1/544 coincides 
withh the observed decrease in dimer formation efficiency of this 
transcript.. Interestingly, the two-peak melting profile of the 1/544 
transcriptt closely resembles the spectrum of MIV-1 RNA in its 
1.1)11 conformation. It is our interpretation that the transition in the 
44°CC range is a metastable conformation of the HIV-2 leader 
RNA.. This transition is more pronounced in iranscripi 1/444 
whichh dimerizes efficiently. The transition at 53°C is more 
pronouncedd in transcripts 1/544 and 126/544 which dimeri/e 
poorlyy (I ig. 4). suggesting thai this transition corresponds to an 
RNAA conformation that down-regulates dimerization. 

DISCUSSION N 

Wee set out to study regulation of HIV-2 RNA dimerization 
becausee there is recent evidence that dimerization of HIV-1 
RNAA is strictly controlled by alternative RNA conformations 
(21.27).. We first performed a comparative analysis of HIV-2 

RNAA dimerization of the minimal DIS transcript 397/444 and 
thee extended transcript 1/444. Both transcripts require pre-
incubationn at 65°C for efficient dimerization. indicating that a 
certainn level of energy is needed to open the base paired DIS 
stemss and allow formation of the extended dimer complex. In 
agreementt with this idea, more energy is required for mutant 
HIV-22 transcripts with a stabilized DIS stem (results not 
shown).. HIV-1 extended RNA dimers are formed efficiently at 
50-55°CC (28). This may indicate thai ihe HIV-2 DIS stem is 
moree stable than its HIV-1 counterpart, which is fully 
consistentt with the recently proposed extension of the HIV-2 
DISS hairpin by 5 additional bpas shown in figure 1 (19). These 
additionall  base pairs in Ihe DIS hairpin will form additional inter-
molecularr base pairs in the extended dimer complex. Indeed, 
thee HIV-2 RNA dimer melts at 68-72°C and is more stable 
thann the HIV-1 dimer thai melts at 53-65°C. depending on the 
concentrationn of mono- and divalent cations (14.28). 
Secondaryy structure modeling of the extended dimers with the 
Mfoldd algorithm supports this notion (results not shown). The 
H1V-11 and HIV-2 complexes have a predicted thermodynamic 
stabilityy of -37.3 and - 47.2 kcal/mol. respectively. 

Thee first indication that alternative HIV-2 RN'A conform-
ationss may exist came from dimerization studies with varying 
Ms2**  concentrations. Numerous sludies have reported the 
importancee of Mg2*  for HIV-1 RNA dimerization (6-13). 
Similarly,, we measured efficient dimerization of the extended 
HIV-22 transcript only at 5 mM MgCT. However, the minimal 
HIV-22 DIS iranscripi readily formed dimers in huilers lacking 
MgCU.. This result suggests ihat it is not RNA dimerization 
itselff  that requires Mg2+ ions. 'Ihe divalent cations may instead 
influencee dimerization indirectly by affecting ihe conform-
ationn of the leader RNA. For HIV-1, ii has been reported thai 
certainn DIS palindromic sequences are more dependent on 
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Figuree 8. An RNA switch regulates dimerization in HIV-1 and HIV-2 RNA 
Thee different structural clements within the leaders are color coded: TAR 
bulgess and loops (green), polyadenylation signals (orange). PBS (Hue) and 
IMSS palindrome (pink). The linear presentation is rearranged to show the 
equivalentt BMH structure. A structural BMH-to-LDI rearrangement is 
proposedd that results in disappearance of the DIS hairpin. In HIV-2, the DIS 
regionn is proposed to base pair with 3' sequences, and the stem of the PBS 
domainn is extended by base pairing of sequences that are located Tar upstream 
andd downstream ol' die DIS (sequence elements are marked in purple). Details 
off  the D1S hairpin in the BM11 conformation are shown in Figure 1. The I11V-2 
1.1)11 model is based on several experimental findings, hut we were unable to 
unequivocallyy assign the new base pairing scheme (see Discussion). Many 
moree details are available for the HIV-1 RNA. in which both the D1S and the 
upstreamm polyiA) hairpin are opened to facilitate die extension ot' the PBS 
stemm to form the 1.1)1. In both viral systems, the RNA switch is proposed to 
providee a mechanism for the regulated dimen/.aiion of the viral genomes. 

Ms?'' than others (29). We therefore lesied several palindromes 
inn the minimal HIV-2 context, including sequences from 
HIV-11 and SIV isolates (GCGCGC. GUGCAC and 
GUCGAC).. All palindromes support dimeri/ation in the 
absencee of Mg2+ (results nol shown). We therefore think that 
dimerr formal ion of theexiended HIV-2 leader requires Mg:*  lo 
medialee a structural reorganization that exposes the DIS hairpin. 

Wee next focused on possible mechanisms for regulated HIV-2 
RNAA dimeri/ation. We will compare HIV-2 with the HIV-1 
leaderr RNA that adopts alternative conformations (21). The 
iheriiiodynamicallyy most slable HIV-1 RNA structure masks 
thee DIS in a LDI with upstream leader sequences of the 
poly(A)) region (lit! . X). Dimer formation requires that HIV-1 
RNAA shifts into the BMH conformation ihai exposes the DIS 
hairpin.. 'Hius. I.DI folding and RNA dimeri/ation are mutually 
exclusivee processes. lor HIV-2. we previously reported thai 
thee upstream poly(A) region does nol modulate RNA dimeriza-
lionn (19). which prompted us to examine the downstream leader 

sequencess in this study. Inclusion of the downstream 444-544 
domainn caused a profound loss of dimeri/ation. and further 
deletionn analysis indicated thai the 507-527 segmenl is largely 
responsiblee for this repression. We performed detailed RNA 
Structuree probing experiments and we analyzed the secondary 
structuree by the Mfold algorithm (26). but we were not able to 
resolvee the actual base pairing interactions of the alternative 
HIV-22 RNA folding. Nevertheless, we present a model in 
figuree X that incorporates several of the experimental findings 
andd Mfold predictions. This working model should form the 
basiss for additional experimentation. An alternative conform-
ationn in which the DIS nucleotides are base paired with down-
streamm sequences is predicted by Mfold for the 1/527 
transcriptt that has lost the ability lo ditneri/e efficiently, but 
nott for shorter transcripts that dimeri/e efficiently. This DIS 
maskingg is visualized in the alternative HIV-2 folding d ig. X). 
Inn analogy with the HIV-1 system, we use the I.DI and BMH 
nomenclaturee lor the leader RNA structures that differ in 
foldingg of the DIS region. Dimeri/ation of the minimal DIS 
transcriptt is not inhibited by the downstream 444-544 domain, 
suggestingg that upstream leader sequences are also involved in 
thiss repression. This result is extrapolated in the long-distance 
interactionn in the I.DI fold (purple segments in lig. X). 

Theree is additional evidence for the existence ol' alternative 
conformationss of the HIV-2 leader RNA. Antisense oligo-
nucleotidess are sensitive tools to shift the equilibrium between 
alternativee leader RNA conformations. Hie antisense 
oligonucleotidee 379/361). which targets the lower right side of 
thee exiended PBS stem, stimulates HIV-2 RNA dimeri/ation. 
Interestingly,, an oligonucleotide targeting the corresponding 
regionn in the HIV-1 leader also slimulales RNA dimeri/ation 
(3(1).. Inspection of the structure models d ig. X) provides a 
possiblee explanation. Targeting of the lower PBS stem, which 
iss the exiended form of the I.DI interaction in HIV-1. affects 
thee stability of the LDI conformation in both HIV-1 and HIV-2 
RNA.. thus triggering the alternative BMH folding thai allows 
subsequentt dimerization. 

Thee LDI conformation of HIV-1 RNA is characterized by 
fastt migration on non-denaturing gels (20). We did not observe 
thiss for HIV-2 RNA, but annealing of anti-DIS oligonucle-
otidess causes a profound shift of the monomelic 1/544 RNA to 
aa fast-migrating form (lig. 5A. lanes IX and 19). In addition to 
promotingg a conformational change, oligonucleotide 4IX/399 
alsoo inhibits dimerization. We propose thai largeiing of the lelt 
sidee of the DIS stem libcraies the right side for base pairing in 
thee alternative I.DI conformation d ig. X). Thus, inhibition of 
HIV-22 RNA dimeri/ation correlates with ihe appearance of the 
I.DII  RNA conformer with increased electrophoretic mobility. 
whichh is reminiscent of the HIV-1 I.DI structure (21). 

Thee HIV-2 leader RNA conformation was investigated 
furtherr by UV-melting experiments. Ihe melting profile of the 
completee leader (1-544) reveals two major transitions, one of 
whichh corresponds lo the TAR hairpin. This two-peak melting 
profilee is reminiscent of the HIV-1 leader RNA in the I.DI 
conformation,, suggesiing thai the second transition represents 
ann exiended PBS stem segment in the HIV-2 I.DI conform-
ationn d ig. X). However, the HIV-2 I.DI conformation appears 
nott as dominant as ihe equivalenl HIV-1 conformation, both in 
thee UV-melling experiments and on non-denaturing gels. As 
discussedd previously. Ihe HIV-2 DIS hairpin is much more 
stablee than its HIV-1 counterpart, and this mas shift the 
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equilibriumm in the direction of the BMH conformation. 
Ileletionn of the 5' terminal TAR hairpin favors the H1V-2 l.DI 
conformationn as observed by UV melting (Fig. 7) and causes a 
concomitantt dimerization defect (Fig, 4). In contrast, deletion 
of'l'ARR in H1V-1 RNA has an opposite effect on the BMH-FDI 
equilibrium,, with a concomitant increase in dimeri/ation (27). 
Thesee opposing effects indicate that one should he extremely 
carefull  when interpreting the results of a mutational analysis of 
thee regulatory domain of a retroviral genome. 

Inn conclusion, the wild-type HIV-2 leader RNA is in equilib-
riumrium between two alternative conformations and this delicate 
balancee is likely to be exploited in the viral replication cycle. 
Thee I.UI structure prevents premature RNA dimerization. 
whichh may be important for the execution of other early 
replicationn steps. The BMH structure allows efficient RNA 
dimeri/ationn and perhaps also exposes the downstream leader 
signalss that control packaging of the RNA into virions. Thus, 
thee existence of alternative conformations of H1V-1 RNA 
appearss to correlate with the dual role of retroviral transcripts 
ass messenger and genomic RNA. IMS-mediated dimeri/ation 
iss repressed in HIV-1 and HIV-2 hy an alternative conform-
ationn that refolds (he DIS motif. The NC protein was shown to 
mediatee the I.DMo-BMH transition of the HIV-I RNA (21) 
andd HIV-2 RNA (this study). Regulation of RNA genome 
dimeri/ationn by means of alternative RNA structures is there-
foree likely to be a more general property of the entire FTTV-SIV 
family,, and possibly of all retroviruses. 
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